
 

Rentokil Fly Box
Efficient and cost effective, external, fly control

The Rentokil Fly Box is our unique fly control unit
designed to effectively reduce the number of flies
around the external areas of your building, before
they enter, and potentially damage your business.

If left unchecked, flies will breed in large numbers in waste

areas, including bins and compactors. This increases the risk

of flies transmitting diseases such as E.Coli and Salmonella to

your customers – damaging your reputation, your brand and

ultimately costing you money. Diseases spread by flies may

also contaminate your products, leading to further loss of

earnings and can even affect your staff, increasing absence

and reducing productivity.

The Rentokil Fly Box targets flies’ breeding site externally,

which, along with adequate fly screens, can be pivotal in

reducing the risk of flies entering your premises

Benefits to you or your business

Highly effective solution to reduce external fly

infestationsquickly

•

Contains uniquely formulated pesticide, which acts

rapidlyto kill flies

•

Solid metal unit with integrated lock, reducing the risk of•

pesticide contamination•

No electricity requirements, allows the unit to be deployed

externally or internally

•

How it Works
The lockable metal unit is placed on walls around the external
areas of your business i.e. bin and other waste areas. Light
colored walls provide the optimal backdrop to place the unit,
with our research demonstrating that 90% of flies migrate to
items of black and light coloured contrast. The unit's
backboard is coated in a fast acting insecticide uniquely
formulated to attract flies with pheromones and food
attractants, before killing them quickly on contact. The unit is
serviced at least every 12 weeks by a qualified Rentokil
technician to ensure the unit remains effective throughout
the fly breeding season.

Working alongside the Rentokil Luminos fly control range, the
Rentokil FLy Box provides a greater level for the control of flies
before they have a chance to damage your business.

For further information on
Rentokil Pest Control

Call 0808 163 4354
Visit rentokil.co.uk
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